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A Prophetic Call 5 compiles and
analyzes cases of human rights
and International Humanitarian
Law violations that occurred in
2009 and have become a testimony of Colombian Protestant
and Evangelical churches. This
report is the result of the shared
Research, Documentation and
Advocacy project of the Mennonite Center for Justice, Peace
and Nonviolent Action, Justapaz
and the Peace Commission of the
Protestant and Evangelical Council of Colombia (CEDECOL).

A Look At the Numbers
During this report’s research period, January 1 to
December 31, 2009 we documented 69 cases of
violations of human rights and International Humanitarian Law against pastors, church leaders
and other members of Protestant and Evangelical
churches in Colombia. In these cases we registered 206 violations against 137 individual victims
and 583 violations against approximately 553 collective victims. The victims come from 21 different
Protestant and Evangelical Churches as well as
victims accompanied by the Colombian Mennonite Church. We documented 17 homicides, including three pastors and two church leaders.

Violations by Type and Alleged Perpetrator
The violations documented in 2009 were: death threats (94), forced displacement (71), homicides
(17), injuries (7), torture (5), hostage-taking and kidnapping (5), forced disappearance (2), arbitrary
detention (2), forced recruitment of minors (1), attempted homicide (1) and human shield (1).
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Violations by Alleged Perpetrator

Colombian State Forces

Paramilitaries were identified as the
alleged perpetrators for 113 of the
violations, guerrilla groups for 49 and
the Colombian security forces for 15.
The alleged perpetrators were unknown in 29 cases.
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Violations by Province
We documented cases in 14 of Colombia’s 32 provinces with the highest rates in Córdoba
(54 cases), Bogotá (49 cases), Antioquia (40 cases) and Meta (14 cases).
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Violations by Denomination
In 2009 we documented human rights and International Humanitarian Law violations against members of 21 Protestant and Evangelical churches. The highest numbers of violations were documented against the Inter-American Church (38 violations), the Association of Evangelical Churches of
the Caribbean (32 violations) and the Foursquare Church (14 violations).
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Oficina Justicia y Vida de la Iglesia Evangélica Luterana de Colombia.

Cases of Political Violence
The information on political violence provided through Prophetic Call reports
is based on fieldwork carried out by trained regional coordinators and team
members. They collect testimony from primary sources through interviews
with victims, their family members, pastors and church leaders. The report
reflects a clear bias for the victims’ version of events.
In 2009 we documented 69 cases that serve as a testimony to the armed
conflict’s impact on Protestant and Evangelical churches and contribute to
the historic memory of the victims. In this document we share two cases:
For the full listing of cases please see the full print version of A Prophetic Call,
Report 5. The full report can also be downloaded at: www.apropheticcall.org

Case 4: Homicide
Victim: Jhon Jairo Martínez Vides, of the
Association of Evangelical Churches of the
Caribbean (AIEC)
Date: June 28, 2009
Location: Montería, Córdoba
Alleged Perpetrators: Paramilitaries

Description of the events: Jhon Jairo Martínez
Vides was 37 years old and married to Olga Isabel Hernández, 28. The couple has three children: Felipe*, 9; Constanza*, 7; and Mireya*,
2. Jhon Jairo worked as a community leader
and a farmer, and he had become a leader of
displaced communities. On June 28, at 7 p.m.
four armed men, presumed members of the Gaitanista Self-Defense Forces of Colombia, went to
Jhon Jairo’s house and murdered him. The men
knocked on Jhon Jairo’s door and asked to borrow his motorcycle. Without leaving his house,
he responded that it didn’t have any gasoline.
The men then asked his wife to sell them some
minutes from her cell phone and asked Jhon
Jairo for some water. Jhon Jairo knew the men,
having spoken with them a few days prior. He
opened the door for them and when he went to
the kitchen to get them water, they shot him. He
fell into his wife’s arms as she was going to get
her cell phone. They then shot him a second time
and fled the scene.



It is believed that the men murdered Jhon Jairo
on behalf of a cattle rancher who had threatened him many times. Jhon Jairo had reported
to the Montería Prosecutor General’s Office and
to a journalist from the El Meridiano de Córdoba

newspaper that he was being threatened by a cattle
rancher that had cattle near the El Quindío farm, giving
them the name of the man who was threatening him.
Jhon Jairo Martínez, along with Amada Hernández,
was a leader of the displaced community that had
settled on El Quindío farm. This community of approximately the 45 families came from the community of
Murmullo Medio near the town of Batata, in Tierralta
municipality. In 1996, they were victims of mass forced
displacement due to armed combat between guerrilla and paramilitary groups. In 1998, they were able
to resettle on the El Quindío farm. The occupation of
this farm was done peacefully and remained nonviolent until about five years after their settlement there,
when in 2003 the community began to be affected by
violence. Cattle rancher Luis Serpa is believed to be
responsible for Jhon Jairo’s murder, as he was known
to want the El Quindío farm and was involved in a public dispute with Jhon Jairo.
The community had to appeal to the national government since local institutions did not seriously attempt
to resolve the situation, nor to protect Jhon Jairo who
was eventually murdered.
Jhon Jairo’s brother, Jorge Martínez Vides, was also
threatened last year and had to flee, being displaced
for a second time (Case 43, PC 4). Jhon’s wife Olga
Hernández is the niece of Azaél Hernández who was
forcibly disappeared last year (Case 19, PC 4) and
whose family had to resettle in another area (Case 37,
PC 4).
After Jhon Jairo’s murder, local cattle ranchers refused
to buy hay from the community, putting the families at
risk as growing and selling hay was the community’s
main source of income.

* The names marked with asterisks have been changed to protect the person’s identity.

Case 5: Homicide, Death Threat and
Religious Intolerance
Victims: Manuel Camacho and Gloria Isabel
Hernández (pastors) of the Global Missionary
Movement Church
Date: July 21, 2009
Location: San José del Guaviare, Guaviare
Alleged Perpetrators: FARC-EP

Description of the events: Manuel Camacho, 38
years old, was married to Gloria Isabel Hernández, both pastors; they have a son and a daughter. The FARC-EP guerrillas had recently changed
commanders in the region and Manuel and Gloria
happened to cross paths with him after a day of
preaching in a rural community. “Yes, I’ve heard
of you, I’ve heard too much about you,” said the
guerrilla commander after the pastor asked him if
he had heard the name Manuel Camacho. “I know
that you have disobeyed the order to not continue preaching, therefore you and your church
have one week to pay us two million pesos [about
US$1,000].” Shocked by this news, the couple
told the guerrilla commander that they could not
make that decision without consulting their church
members. They also made it clear that they would
continue preaching despite the threats. The commander had not expected the couple´s courage
and steadfastness and gave them a short timeframe in which to respond. He also warned them
that the prohibition against preaching continued
to be in effect, authorizing only house meetings.
In the ensuing days Manuel and Gloria consulted
with their church members who were torn over
how to respond. Days later, Pastor Manuel received a note saying that a commander would be
visiting his house the next day. On a day just like
any other, two men arrived. One sat down next to
Gloria and asked her if there was gasoline inside a
large tank that he pointed to. When she began to
explain, she heard the six gunshots that the other
guerrilla fired into Manuel’s face. Their two children were present, although they couldn’t directly
see the murder, they heard the gunshots that claimed their father’s life.
Manuel and his family had been living in Choapal
for eight years, and they had been pastors for approximately four years. Three years prior to Manuel’s murder, a group of guerrilla members had
visited them asking them to abandon their work as
pastors. It seems that the threats began because
residents in the area and some members of the
guerrilla group had converted to Christianity.
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A. Cease-fire and negotiations between
warring factions
Colombian government:
• Restart peace talks between the government and
the armed groups, fully and officially guaranteeing
the participation of civil society representatives, including Protestant and Evangelical churches.
• Adopt a humanitarian agreement between the
parties in the conflict guaranteeing civilian immunity and complying with the prohibitions and other
duties set forth in International Humanitarian Law.
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Armed groups:

Recommendations
Based on the information contained
in this report detailing violations
that have been committed against
members of Protestant and
Evangelical churches - violating
their rights to life, personal
integrity, personal freedoms,
dignity, freedom of religion, and
freedom of movement - and
based on international human
rights standards and International
Humanitarian Law, we make the
following recommendations:

• Adhere to the demand of the Colombian people
and implement a cease-fire and definitively end all
fighting.
B. Churches in peace building
Colombian government:
• Broaden the understanding of the right to civic participation, and freedom of religion by respecting
humanitarian and religious activities that include
dialogue with armed groups and the Colombian
armed forces.
Armed groups:
• Respect the right to life, movement and integrity of
pastors and church leaders who, due to their religious ministry, are at risk or under threat. Respect
places of worship as required by International Humanitarian Law.
United States, Canadian and European Union
governments:
• Actively support peace initiatives with political and
diplomatic accompaniment. Reinforce this support with international aid for civil society peacebuilding initiatives. Develop reconciliation efforts
with the help of churches.
C. Policies for peace
Colombian government:



• Re-convene the National Peace Council and the
Regional Peace Councils, which were created by
Colombian Law 434 of 1998, to advise the President on issues of peace on a local, regional and
national level. Guarantee the full and effective participation of civil society in these councils.
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D. Respect for the civilian population
in conflict zones
Colombian government:
• Guarantee the right to exercise conscientious objection to mandatory military service,
based on Article 18 of the Colombian Constitution and international norms. Develop and
implement conscientious objection legislation as ordered by the ruling of the Constitutional Court.
• Adopt a policy to fight the impunity that surrounds the crime of forced recruitment, with
concrete results in investigation and punishment.
Armed actors:
• Stop involving the civilian population in political and war strategies.
• End all forced military recruitment and the
use of child soldiers.
• Respect the life and dignity of girls and women who continue to be used as spoils of war,
and are victims of sexual abuse and exploitation by armed actors.
E. Truth, justice and reparations for
the victims
Colombian government:
• Adopt and implement a process to defend
and promote the rights of victims of illegal
armed groups and of state crimes, in their
rights to truth, justice and reparations as well
as the right to non-repetition of violent acts.
• Adopt measures to ensure the safety and
protection of victims. Facilitate their participation in public hearings and legal proceedings against human rights violators.
United States government:
• When the United States government punishes a US transnational corporation for
violating human rights in Colombia, the fine
should be used for reparations for the victims
in Colombia.
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F. Dismantle paramilitary groups
Colombian government:
• Guarantee the right of the civilian population to protection from the violence of armed
groups that have reorganized following the
paramilitary demobilization process.
• Guarantee the investigation, trial and punishment of paramilitary group members and
their civilian, military, and government accomplices.
• Revise the legal proceedings for demobilized
paramilitaries within the Justice and Peace
Law framework to promote reconciliation.
United States government:
• As a donor to the paramilitary demobilization process, the United States should ensure the complete and definitive dismantling
of paramilitary groups and their financial and
political support structures. Unconditionally
support victims’ efforts in seeking truth, justice and reparation.
• Facilitate cooperation between the Colombian and United States justice systems so that
the extradited paramilitary leaders are held
responsible for the crimes against humanity they perpetrated as commanders of their
armed groups. In no way hinder these legal
processes and the effort to clarify the truth of
the events and to provide reparations to the
victims.
G. Institutional strengthening
of the Colombian Government
Colombian government:
• Ensure the strengthening of the judicial system, and in particular, carry out the courts’
orders and respect judicial independence.
• Strengthen the Human Rights Units and the
Justice and Peace Units in the Prosecutor
General’s Office, and guarantee the impartiality of their investigations.
United States government:
• Prioritize assistance directed toward democracy building and strengthening of the rule of
law.
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H.	Military and anti-narcotics
policies
Colombian government:
• Respect and carry out all required consultation and approval mechanisms for the military
base agreement signed between Colombia
and the United States. We recommend to the
Colombian Congress that it should not approve this type of military cooperation agreements.
United States government:
• Redirect military aid towards socioeconomic
aid and peace initiatives.
• Adopt a new anti-narcotics policy that recognizes the negative impacts and the futility of
aerial fumigations. We emphatically request
that the new policy focus specifically on drug
addiction and the demand for illegal drugs in
the United States.
I. Displaced persons and other
vulnerable populations
Colombian government:
• Comply with the Constitutional Court ruling
on the Colombian government’s responsibilities to formulate and implement a public
policy for the protection and prevention of
displacement with an inclusive focus.
United States, Canadian and European
Union governments:
• Invest in local and community peace initiatives developed by civilian victims of the conflict. Ensure that all assistance makes its way
to the people in need.
J. Human rights defenders

Production and Design of the Summary Report:
John Giraldo, Michael Joseph and Rocío Neme
For more information: www.apropheticcall.org or www.justapaz.org

Colombian, United States, Canadian and
European Union governments:
• Ensure the protection of human rights defenders and people who are committed to
peacebuilding, with protective measures
developed in consultation with the at-risk defenders.



• We value the spirit of the European Union
Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders and
we recommend other countries adopt similar policies that prioritize protecting human
rights defenders.

JUSTAPAZ
Christian Center for Justice, Peace
and Nonviolent Action

CEDECOL
Peace Commission of the
Evangelical Council of Colombia
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